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Keep students safe with a 
real-time AI web filter
The Hāpara K-12 web filter uses 
real-time artificial intelligence to 
understand context as digital learning 
happens. With a tool that is easy to 
install and monitor, your school can 
create meaningful and safe digital 
learning environments in the classroom 
or at home.

Benefits

Adopt one-of-a-kind technology

Patented AI analyzes images, video and text in real-time and intelligently 
filters, blurs and mutes as needed.  

Manage easily

With a setup of less than 20 minutes and the extra protection of real-time AI 
filtering management is made simple.

Protect student data and information

Create a secure online environment with technology that blocks ads and 
anonymizes Google searches so that students’ data is not tracked. 

Put instructional decision making back with teachers instead of 
clogging your inbox 

● Teachers can approve sites if students raise an issue with a blocked site 
used in research and academic work.

● No need for clearing numerous teacher requests to approve sites for 
learning.
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Features

IT admin dashboard

● See the number of real-time detections. 
● View snapshots of blocked sites, trends, filtered images and videos.

Student wellness

● Get alerts for students at risk who need digital citizenship guidance or 
mental health assistance.

● Zoom in on a high-risk student’s searches so teachers and parents can  
provide appropriate support when necessary. 

Admin reports

● See allowed and blocked sites students tried to access at school or 
during remote learning.

● Click to quickly add a site to the allowed list.

Student safety and security online is a critical part of a positive learning 
experience. A web filter that uses AI to intelligently read and adapt makes 
the most impact. Students get the chance to access useful content without 
being blocked from sites altogether, while their school team ensures they 
are protected. By helping students navigate digital learning at school and at 
home, each learner can be successful.



A comprehensive real-time AI web filter
that’s easy to manage

Hāpara Filter is the only tool that understands context in real-time across 
digital learning. With quick installation, award-winning data privacy, a focus on 
student wellness and management options for teachers, it’s the best solution 

for admins.

Legacy solutions
(Lightspeed 

Systems, iboss, 
ContentKeeper, 

firewall solutions)

Mental health 
detection

(Bark, Gaggle) Securly GoGuardian Hāpara 
Filter

Real-time AI filtering 
across all online school 
activity

X

Student mental health 
monitoring X X X X

Intelligent YouTube 
monitoring X

Easy admin 
management X X X

Award-winning online 
data privacy protection X

Teachers can approve 
sites in-the-moment X


